[Lanthanide ion luminescence probe: low temperature phase transition of EuS4N complex].
Fluorescence spectrum of EuS4N complex at low temperature is very different from that at room temperature. When temperature changes, shapes of both excitation and emission spectra change dramatically at about 160 K, which is taken as an indicator of the structural change of EuS4N. Peak splitting of 5D0-->7F0 also indicates that there are two different types of coordination structure for Eu3+ ions at low temperature, while only one at room temperature. Thermal effect for the structure transition is also deduced from the relation between fluorescence intensity and temperature changing manner. These results were in good accordance with directly measurement on sample temperature. The reason for the structure change is also discussed from the structure of the EuS4N complex. This study proved that lanthanide luminescent probe, as a complementarity to X-ray diffraction technique, should be an effective tool in low temperature crystal structure study.